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Abstract. We introduce the dual return complexity and prove that the return complexity classes 
and the dual return complexity classes of nondeterministic Turing machines coincide with the tape 
complexity classes of Turing machines with au -*sxi!iary pushdown tape for resource functions f-’ id, 
id being the identity function. 
1. Introduction 
The return complexity V for one tape Turing machines without special input tape 
introduced in [9] (not to be confused with the reversal complexity) is defined as the 
maximal number of visits of a tape square beginning with the first altering of its initial 
content. The dual return complexity H for the sqrne type of machines is defined as the 
maximal number of visits of a tape square up to the last altering performed in this 
square. 
The definition of H is suggested by Hibbard [6] who has considered so called 
“scan-limited automata”. Using the measure H the scan-limited automata are 
exactly non-deterministic Turing machines (NTM) working with H-complexity 
bounded by some constant. 
Let f be a recursive function and V(f) (H(f)) denote the class of all languages 
which can be accepted by NTM within return (dual return) f and let k denote the 
function with the constant value k. DV(f) and DH(f) are the corresponding classes 
for deterministic Turing machines. Let CF (DCF) denote the class of all context-free 
(deterministic ontext-free) languages. 
The following results are known. 
H(k) = CF for every k 22, [6]. 
V(k) = CF for every k 3 2. 
(Remark: For k 35 this is contained in [9]. It can easily be seen that even 
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V(4) == V(3) = V(2) = CF is true. “ V(2) = CF” corrects the false statement “V(2) = 
class of all linear languages” which is contained in [9]. Note further that the definition 
of V in this paper slightly differs from the definition of the return complexity R in [9], 
such that R(f) = V(1 +f).) 
It is interesting to note that V and H differ for deterministic Turing machines. 
Hibbard has proved the existence of the following hierarchy 
DCFcDH(2)cDH(3)c. l . . 
An analogous result for V has been proved by Peckel[8] 
DV(2)cDV(3)ce l l , 
and for Turing machines with a one-way input tape (1 -TM) by Brandstgdt and 
Saalfeld [I]. However, uTz2 DHh) and lJz=z DV(n) are incomparable with 
respect o set inclusion. This foglow.; from the fact that L1= {anbn+mam : n, m E N) 
belongs to DCF and hence to DHft2) but not to Uz=z DV(n) as pointed out by 
Peckel[8]. On the other hand, L2 = {WV-~ : w E (0, l}*} belongs obviously to DV(2) 
but not to UF=z DH(n) as proved in [6]. 
The aim of this paper is to establish a relationship between H, V and the space 
complexity of (nondeterministic) Turing machines with an auxiliary pushdown tape 
and a read only one-way input tape (l-NAPTM). Cook [4] considered such machines 
with a two-way input tape (2-NAPTM). For i = 1,2 let i-auxSPACE (j) denote the 
class of all languages acceptable by LNAPTM within space f, where the space 
complexity is measured only on the worktape. Obviously, I-auxSPACE(n = 2- 
auxSPACE(f), provided f 2 id, whereas 1 -auxSPACE( f) c 2-auxSPACE( f) for 
lim n=O f( ) z=zn 
as ,pointed out by Chytil[3]. 
Dur main result is 
H(f) = V(f) = 1 -auxSPACE(f) for fa id. 
The second part of this equality has been proved by Chytil in [3] using the notion of 
CTX-measure introduced in [2]. 
By results from [4] we can identify the return classes and dual return classes with 
time classes of deterministic Turing machines (TM), and several subrecursive classes 
become expressible in terms of V and H. 
The following notions will be necessary in the sequel. For exact definitions the 
reader is referred to [9]. 
Let 1M be a NTM with state set 2 and alphabet X. All notions are introduced for 
this machine M 
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(1) Records of tape squares are finite sequences of quintuples q = (z, x,’ y, d,, d2) E 
2 XX XX x (0, +, -}*. The empty record is denoted by E. Records describe the 
history of squares during a (path of a) computation of 1M. Every quintuple cor- 
responds to one visit of the head of the square under consideration, and 
(2, x, y, dl, d2) means that the head enters the square with the state z from right or 
1~3 according to whether dl = + or dl = -, changes the square content x into y and 
leaves it in the direction indicated by d2. 
The first quintuple of a computation has the form (z, x, y, 0, d). As a quintuple of 
the form (2, x, y, +, +) (or (2, x, Y, --) -4) is related to two quintuple2 of the right (left) 
neighbour record it is convenient o avoid such quintuples and ta replace them by 
(2, x, Y, 7 Ok x, Y, 0, +) (or k xv Y, 7 O)(z, x, y, 0, -)). Henceforth records will be 
built according to this convention which allows a considerable simplification of the 
simulation in the proof of Theorem 1. 
If q= 41 . l l @q&+1 l ’ . qs is a record and qk is the last quintuple of r) having 
different second and third components, then 
t=41** l qk is called the essential part of q. 
q is called an x-record if the second component of its first quintuple is x. 
(2) The neighbourhood relation T. Let q and q’ be records. rr(q, $) means that q 
fits from the left to q’ according to the local behaviour of M: (This is the case if q and 
Q’ are records of the history of a computation of .k? of two adjacent squares. But, of 
course, the local condition ?r(q, q’) rxyhold even if Q and q’ are not parts of a 
computation of M.) 
The following lemma can be proved exactly as I-lilfssatz 2 in [9]. 
Lemma. If the NTM M works as an acceptor within dual return f, then there exists an 
equivalent NTM M’ working within dual return f and making reversals of the head 
only in that moments when the head is altering the content of the square under 
consideration. Furthermore, M’ can be chosen so that it alters the square content during 
the accepting step of the computation. 
(3) The behaviour of M during read-only phases is that of a nondeterministic 
finite automaton which is completely described by the finite set {a ” ; v E X*} defined 
as follows: Q!’ = (h ‘, p”) where A ” and p” are functions mapping 2 into 2? They are 
defined by 
A “(2) = (2’: z’ is reachable by ,M from state z reading v and moving only from 
right to left without writing’;. 
$’ is defined analogously, changing the Gords “right” and “left”. 
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3. Simulation of H-bounded NTM by space bounded l=NAPTM 
Tbeofem 1. H(f) G I-auxSPACE( f) for every recursive fi 
Proof. First we outline the idea of the proof. 
iLet A belong to H(f) and let 1M be a NTM accepting A within dual return, fi Every 
path of the computation process of 1M with input w =x1 l l . xn can completely be 
described by the set of records of all tape squares entered during the computation. 
Let ?j’, . . t, 11’ be those records and define q” = rllfl = 8. As these qi are parts of a 
real computation we have V( 7 ‘, qtcl) for every 0 G i d t. We construct a LNAPTM P 
equivalent o LV which works in the following way. It generates in a nondeterministic 
manner step by step the records q ‘, q*, . . . , 7’ and checks the condition n(vi, vi+‘) 
for every 0 G i < t. We shall see that it is sufficient o know only the essential parts 5’ 
of the records vi. 
Using its worktape P checks whether there exist initial parts 6: of ci or $’ of li+’ 
such that &, 4?‘) or w(ci, cf” ). The pushdown store is used to check whether the 
remaining parts of the essential records fit with certain final (passive) parts of the 
neighbour records. Now P will be described more detailed. 
The states of P contain a component u indicating the occurrence of a record 
containing the accepting state of M: P begins with CT = 0. If P uses a record containing 
the accepting state M, u becomes 1 and remains 1 in future. 
I 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
-L 73 I 72 f 71 168 +67 
78 f 79 -k80 -f- 81 j-82 f83 $84 fdj5 
Fig. 1. A computation of A4. 
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The squares of the pushdown tape of P are capable to hold pairs (4, ar “) where 4 is, 
a quintuple used in records. If v is empty we write 4 instead of (4, a”). 
The following explanations of how P works should be compared with Fig. 1 that 
shows a computation of A4 using eleven tape squares 1, . . . , 11. The steps of the 
computation are numbered consecutively. If step i is not a reversal step, then it is 
described by a quintuple qi = (Zi, xi, yi, di, ei). Otherwise it is described by 4iqi z 
(zi, xi, yi, di, O)(t, xi, yi, 0, di). The essential parts of the records are hatched. For 
instance,’ 63 = q~q20436q $6. 
At the beginning the input tape contains the input word w = x1 - l l xn, the input 
head scans the empty square immediately to the left of w and the worktape as well as 
the pushdown storage are empty. 
P works as follows: 
(I) Preparing step 
In a nondeterministic manner on the third track of the worktape a yardstick of m. 
tape squares is marked off. In a successful case f(n) = weO. If f is tape constructable P
may mark off f(n) squares deterministically. The first and second track of the 
worktape remain empty. 
(II) Simulation steps 
Step 0: The input head may (but need not) move one square to the right. Note that 
the second track of the worktape contains the empty record q” = 4” = E, because it is 
still empty. The first track is empty too. 
Step i + 1: (A flowchart of Step i + 1 is given in Fig. 2.) Assume that 5’ is the content 
of the second track of the worktape whereas the first track is empty. Let the input 
head read some X. P nondeterministically generates in the first track of the worktape 
an essential x-record li+l of a length not greater than the yardstick. 
We have to distinguish two different cases. 
(a) There exists an initial part 6: of 6’ such that & li+* ) holds true. This can be 
checked on the worktape within m. squares. J&et 5’ = &pl l l 9 p&z M). For 
p = (t, x, y, d, e) define i = (z, X, f, d, e) and let h be a homomorphism erasing all 
quintuples not containing the symbol +. There are three cases. 
(1) Ifm>O,thenh(pl** l pm) is stored so that p with the least index becomes the c 
topmost symbol. 
Example (cf. Fig. 1). In Step 2 P stores &, in Step 3 P stores q45q,&75. (qd,qi,, is not 
related to squares i > 2 and hence need not be stored.) 
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-Lg? Q 
Fig. 2. Flowchart for step i + 1. Stop means unsuccessful stop. 
Remark. The marker A has the following sense: If some 6 is erased from the top of 
the storage, and p belongs to the record of the square j, then the symbol that is now on 
the top of the storage belongs to the record of the square j - 1. 
(2) If m = 0 and the storage is empty nothing will be stored. 
(3) If m = 0 and the topmost symbol is of the form (9, a “) then it will be replaced 
by (4, cy Cy) where y is the third component of the last quintuple of 5’. 
Example (cf. Fig. 1): In Step 5 the top symbol q36 is replaced by (q36, 5 “I) and in 
Step 6 it becomes (q36, a y21y22 ). Thus, when P begins Step 7 the pushdown storage 
contains the word 
(q3s9 a ‘*““)4^;6q45q49(i,~~~6 
where (@6, LY y21 y22 ) is the top symbol. 
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(*) To finish step i + 1 the input head moves one square to the right if the input 
symbol x of step i + 1 is not the blank. It may move one square to the right if x = 9) 
(0 denotes the blank symbol). 6’ is erased from the second track, li+l is erased from 
the first track and transferred to the second one. 
(b) There exists an initial part cl” of ti+’ such that n(J’, SF’) holds true. Let 
s i+l= &+lP1 . . l p&z > 0). The quintuples pl, . . . , pm correspond to moments in 
the computation of M later than all moments represented by the quintuples of 5’. 
These quintuples of li+’ may be related via read-only phases of M to quintuples 
stored on the pushdown storage. For example (Fig. l), in Step 7 q32 is related to q3& 
q40 to &, q& to q45, q54 to q49 whereas q62 and q& are not related to a stored 
quintuple. The top symboi of P contains some cy’ which enables P to’ find out 
whether these quintuples of ci+’ are indeed related by a computation of M to 
quintuples stored earlier. In this case P has to do the following 
(1.1) If the pushdown storage is empty, Step i + 1 is finished as described in (*). In 
our example this is the case in Step 1 (cf. Fig. 1). 
(1.2) If the top symbol of the storage is of the form (q, a “) it will be replaced by 
(q, a”‘) where y is the third component of the last quintuple of (3’. 
(2) The quintuples ~1, . . . , pm have to be checked. P begins with j = 1. 
Let pi = (Zj, Xi, yj, dj, ej), let (4, CY “) be the topmost symbol of the pushdown storage 
and let q = (t, x, y, d, e). 
To check pj means to ask whether 
(Q) (ej=-Ad =+~~EA’(~j))v(e=+Adj=-A~jEp”:~))* 
If this question is answered affirmatively (for instance, the first conjunction is true 
for q32 and qio in Step 7, and the second conjunction is true for q40 and q54 in Step 7), 
then P asks whether q is marked by A. If not, the top symbol (q, a “) is erased. If now 
some (q’, dj appears as new top symbol then it will be replaced by (q’, a?“). If yes, 
the top symbol (q, a “) is erased and the new top symbol (q’, au) is replaced by 
(4’9 a uy”), where y is the third component of q. If j + 1 s m P goes on to check pj+l. 
If the question Q is answered negatively, P asks whether dj E (0, +} A ei E (0, +}- If 
not, the simulation of A4 by P stops unsuccessfully. If yes, pj is a possible quintuple of 
Cl+1 (like q62 and q A2 in Step 7 of our example (Fig. l)), and P goes on to check pi+1 if 
j+l<m. 
Step i + 1 is finished as described in (*). 
Remark 1. Note that in Step 8 of our example the storage is again augmented. The 
functions cy y36y2 1 y2Zy29 relating square 2 to square 7 however are conserved on the 
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storage. At the end of Step 8 the content of the storage is 
q~4q(&* (l&, a y36y21 2y29 J&6
where qs4 is the top symbol. In Step 11 after having checked q@ and erased & the 
new top symbol will be (&, Q! y&21 y22y29y62yJ1 y 6y59), and the a-component of this 
symbol allows the correct access to 475 for checking q&j. 
Remark 2. Note that our lemma is applied to answer the question (Q). According to 
this Jemma we know that in a successful simulation every stored quintuple must be 
related via a read-only phase to some quintuple of some essential record and every 
quintuple pi of li+’ (cf. case (b)) containing the symbol - must be related to some 
stored quintuple. 
Delinition. Paccepts a word w if and only if after the input of w P reaches an empty 
pushdown store, the empty record on the working tape and a state with u = 1. 
1M obviously accepts w within dual return f( 1 WI) if and only if P accepts w within 
spacef(JwI). To guarantee this space bound P writes two quintuples corresponding to 
a visit with reversal into one square. 
4. Slrlulatiou of space-bounded l=NAPTM by Abounded NTM 
Theorem 2. l-at&PACE(f) c V(f) for f 2 id. 
Proof. Let P be an APTM working within space f, We construct an equivalent NTM 
M which works within return j’. Instantaneous descriptions (IDS) of P we write down 
in the form ~1 # 242 # W~ZW~ # a where a is the top symbol on the pushdown store, 
~1~2 is the inkut, the input head is scanning the first symbol of ~2, ~1~2 is the tape 
content, z is the state and the head is scanning the first symbol of ~2. Let us call 
u1 * 242 # ~12~2 # a configuration of P. 
We are going to simulate the NAPTM P by a machine M without input tape. That 
is why we need the whole input word in the IDS of P and this leads to the condition 
faid. 
For a given input word w M at first forms the initial ID &so of’ P, so being the start 
symbol of the store. The next ID of P is written immediately to the right of KO and so 
on. Furthermore, if P stores a symbol on the pushdown store &f moves to the right 
without entering a nonblank square, chooses in a nondeterministic manner a square 
and writes down the symbol a. Then it returns and produces the next ID. If the 
distances between the stored symbols are chosen well the head of 1M will find them 
just in those moments in which P finds the same symbols by erasing them from the 
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pushdown store. So M will have all necessary information for a successful simulation 
of P. 
The simulation stops unsuccessfully if the actual top symbol will not be found 
imm:diately to the right of the actual configuration or if there are not enough free 
squares to write down the new configuration. 
To achieve a better understanding of how M works Figs. 3 and 4 should be 
consulted, We now give a detailed description of M 
(1) For a given input word w M writes down the initial ID &so. 
Fig. 3. The development of the pushdown store during a computation of P. 
Fig. 4. A corresponding simulation by M. It leads from the empty tape to the shown one. The simulation 
process is indicated by the line. 
(2) The last configuration generate6 by M is K and immediately to the right of K 
stands ce. This corresponds to the ID &r of P, Then there are three different cases: 
Case 1: P adds a symbol b to its store. Then (1) the head of M moves to the right 
without entering a nonempty square (otherwise unsuccessful stop), chooses in ra 
nondeterministic way a square and prints u. (2) The head goes to the left withou,t 
entering a nonempty square and prints b on some square. (3) The head returns to KCJ. 
(4) M generates the next configuration K’ and writes it down immediately to the right 
of Ka if there are enough free squares (unsuccessful stop otherwise). 
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Case 2: P changes its top symbol a into a’. 
Then Steps (1) with a’ instead of a, (3), (4) of Case 1 are performed. 
Case 3: P erases. 
Then Step (4) of Case 1 is performed. 
From the construction it follows that M is equivalent o P. To count the return 
complexity we notice that the most important contribution to the return complexity 
comes from finding next IDS. This can essentially be done by copying the old ID 
under performance of the necessary changes. If this copy work would be done symbol 
by symbol we would have a return complexity 2 l f(n) + c, (n = Iwl), where c is a 
constant not depending on n corresponding to those steps of M in which pushdown 
symbols have been stored. c = 2 is sufficient. 
By copying blocks of two or more symbols we can diminish the return complexity 
to fbh 
5 Sfnmfation of V-bounded NTM by H-bounded NTM 
“lkorem 3. V(f) G H( f + 3) for all 6 
pn#p%. Let M be a NTM that accepts the language L .within return fi We construct a 
N’I’M M’ that performs the computation of M in the reversed irection, i.e. it begins 
with a final situation of M and tries to reach the start situation of M. Thus the initial 
passive parts of the records of 1M become final parts of the records of M’. 
M’ has a worktape with two tracks, and its work is divided into three phases. 
(1) M’ generates in a nondeterministic manner a word w’ on the second track of 
the tape of M’. The input word w on the first track remains unchanged. We can 
interpret w’ as a possible result of a computation of 1M with input w. 
(2) M’ start s on w’ in the accepting state of M and realizes on the second track a 
reversed computation of M. When M’ reaches the start state of M the second phase is 
finished. 
(3) M’ compares the result w” of phase 2 on the second track with the input word 
w. Xf w = w” and w” stands exactly under the input word w on the first track, M’ 
accepts w. If this latter condition which does not restrict the generality were not 
fulfilled the comparison of w and W” would lead to an increase of the H complexity. I
Now we give a detailed description of the second phase. We suppose that M has 
the state set Z, the start state z. and the accepting state za. Without loss of generality 
we may assume further that M begins its work with z. scanning the blank immedi- 
ately to the left of the input word, that the first instruction is zo+ (z@+ 1) for some 
z E Z and that zo does not occur on the righthand side of an instruction of M 
In order to perform instructions of M in the reversed direction we need the: 
possible preceding situations of a state z. They are described by the set Pz defined as i 
follows: c i 
i 
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P, = M 21, x J 1 -d: zlxl+ rxid is an instruction of M and z1 f to} 
u {to: rolb + z8+ I is an instruction of M} 
(the second set is empty if z&I-) z0+ I is not an instruction of M). . 
M’ is defined to have the state set 
Z’={(x, 2=,x): x EX}U u Pz, 
ZEZ 
the instruction set 
((X’,Z,X),X’+ tdxd: td EP, A(X), 2,X), EZ'} 
u{(x',z,x)cx'+z(-Jx - 1: 20 E Pz A (x’, 2, x), E 2’)) 
the accepting state zo and the start states (XZ~X) for x E X. The following example 
illustrates how -h’ is able to reverse the computations of M. Consider the compu- 
tation 
A successful simulation of this computation by M’ looks as follows: 
x:x~x~x;(0z,0,0~xl,xIx~(x;z,x4)-~x~ ~x;xl(x3”rsx;)-lxlx4 
b x; (x;, 24, x&x5x5x4 k x’l&(x~23x3)+1x~x4 
~x;(x~z~x~)-~X;X3X4~(X;Z~X~)-~X;X~X3X4~~o~X~X~X3X4~ 
a . . 
So every computation of M is reversable by M’, and every computation of M’ is a 
reverse computationof M. This implies, in particular, that rewritings of M appear 
exactly as reversed rewritings of M’. 
The number of dual returns of M’ is at most by 3 greater than the number of 
returns of M because M’ begins its work with writing the word IV’. This may cause at 
most three visits of certain squares. 
Remark, An analogous proof for H(f) G V(f) is not possible because guessing W’ 
would cause much larger return than desired. 
6. Some comments on the results 
From Theorems 1,2 and 3 we get for fs id 
1-auxSPACE(f)z V(f)~H(f+3)cH(2f)c LauxSPACE(2f). 
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Using the linear speed-up for l-NAPTM we obtain 
mmrem 4. H(f) = V(j) = 1-auxSPACE(f) if f aid. 
Theorem 4 could be proved for functions f < id if it were possible to improve 
Theorem 2. Another possibility to avoid the restriction f 2 id in Theorem 4 is to use 
NTM with scattered input words i.e. between any two symbols of the input word 
b&ks of empty squares of arbitrary length may occur. Every word w EX* deter- 
r:fnes an equivalence class I? of exactly the scatterings of w. For instance 
l l . ma0ab@!?@b8(b l + 9 and l . .88aal!306860@ l l . are equivalent o aabb. The length 
/ of scattered words is defined as the number of nonblank symbols, for instance 
V*-complexity bounded by f a&f. 
such that M accepts w’ and works with 
which is accepted by A4 with return 
l(a0ab000b) = 4. 
DeBnition: Mackepts the .,anguage E with 
(1) For every w E L there exists a w’ E 6 
return f(lwl). 
(2) For every W&L there is no W’E 6 
complexity f(lwl). 
H* is defined similarly. 
It is not difficult to prove 
Theorem 5, V*(f) = H*(f) = 1-auxSPACE(f) for every f. 
Remstk. The use of scattered input words reminds of Chytil’s definition of the 
CT%measure [2]. His results 
V(j) = CTX(f) forf 2 G.l (La) 
and 
OX(f) = 1 -auxSPACE(f) for every f (PI) 
correspond exactly to 
V(f) = V*(f) for f 2 id (follows from 
and 
V*(f) = 1-auxSPACE@ for every f 
although there are some essential differences in 
7. Applications and consequences 
Theorems 4 and 6) 
ihe definitions of V* and CTX. 
The main result of the paper [4] makes it possible to establish a relationship 
between return and time complexity. 
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Theorem (S.A. Cook). If An (f(n) 3 log n), then the following properties of u set 
A are equivalent: 
(1) A is acceptable by some NAPTM within space f. 
(2) A is acceptable by some DAPTM within space f. 
(3) A is acceptable by some DTM within time 2cf(“) for some constant c. 
This together with Theorem 3 yields 
Theorem 6. If f > id, then H(f) = V(f) = Ur=“=o DTIME(2”‘“‘). 
As several subrecursive classes are expressible in telrms of tape complexity of 
NAPTM we have the possibility to characterize them as return complexity classes via 
Theorem 4. Let DWSA, NDWSA, kDSA, kNDSA denote the classes of languages 
acceptable by deterministic writing stack auto,mata, non-deterministic writing stack 
automata, k-head deterministic stack automata and k-head nondeterministic: stack 
automata respectively. 
Then we have 
Theorem 7. (1) DWSA = NDWSA = UC V(2’“) = UC H(2’“), 
(2) kDSA = V(n’ log n) = H(nk log n), 
(3) kNDSA = V(n2k) = I$@‘“). 
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 4 and a result of Gluliano [5]. DWSA = 
NDWSA = Ue auxSPACE(2”“). 
(2) and (3) are consequences of Ibarra’s results, kDSA = auxSPACE(n k log n) 
and kNDSA = auxSPACE(nZk) [73 and Theorem 4. For k = 1 these latter results are 
contained in [4]. 
As NAPTM admit linear speed-up we conclude from Theorem 4 the following 
result announced by Chytil[2]. 
Theorem 8. (a) (M.P. Chytil) For every c >O and every f b id we have V(f) = 
V(c l f(n)), provided An (n s c . f(n)). 
(b) For every c > 0 and every f 3 id we have H(f) = H(c * f(n)), provided /jn (n s 
c * f(n)). 
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